
Contemporary Literature in Translation 

"Reading Pearl Buck for insight into China should no longer be acceptable." 
--Jill Schoolman, Archipelago Books 
 
Several articles in the last few years have lamented the sorry state of translated literature in the US. Of the 100,000 books published each 
year, maybe 300 will be literary translations. Reasons include the cost of translators, editors unfamiliar with foreign languages, the 
unwillingness of American readers to try books from foreign cultures, and the sheer number of American books competing with the rest of the 
world. Finally, increasing conglomeration in the publishing world has led to a focus on the bottom line, leading to more emphasis on 
bestsellers to the detriment of more challenging literature. 
 
Why the resistance from American readers? Like foreign films, translated literature tends to be less action-oriented and more contemplative. 
The pacing might seem slow to Americans. The reader needs to pay more attention, and be ready for unfamiliar attitudes and traditions. 
 
One current trend that seems promising is the publishing of mysteries from around the world. Articles in Publishers Weekly and World 
Literature Today have pointed out the growing success of books by Boris Akunin (Russia), Henning Mankell (Sweden), Niccolo Ammaniti 
(Italy), and Natsuo Kirino (Japan), among others. Adios Muchachos, by Daniel Chavarria (Cuba), won an Edgar award in 2001. Even this 
popular genre faces the usual hurdles when imported from other countries, but the attention it's getting bodes well. 

 

Boris Akunin. Murder on the Leviathan - Translated from Russian. 2004. 

 

Reminiscent of Agatha Christie, Russian author Akunin sets much of the action of this novel on a passenger ship going 

from England to India in 1878. Russian diplomat/detective Erast Fandorin, a continuing character in Akunin's novels, 

assists a Frenchman, Police Commissioner Gauche, investigate a select group of fellow passengers who are suspects to 

murders in a fashionable district of Paris. Lord Littleby, a collector of antiquities, had been murdered, along with his 

servants, and a valuable artifact had been taken. 

  

 

Sijie Dai. Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress - Translated from French by Ina Rilke. 2001. 

 

An unnamed narrator and his friend Luo are sent to the countryside for "re-education" during China's Cultural 

Revolution. There, besieged by humiliation in their assigned work tasks in a distant village and starved for intellectual 

content in their lives, the two young friends, finagle a suitcase full of forbidden books from a fellow exile. Among those 

books is Balzac's UrsuleMirouet, which Luo uses to woo a beautiful seamstress in another village. Dai was himself a 

victim of the Cultural Revolution, which emphasizes the irony that out of those days of warfare on the intellect should 

come an exquisite novel, written after Dai fled to France in the 1980's. 

  

 

Angelica Gorodischer. Kalpa Imperial - Translated from Spanish. 2003. 

 

A group of stories about the history of a long-lasting imaginary empire and its rulers. 

  



 

David Grossman. Someone to Run With - Translated from Hebrew. 2004. 

 

A teenager named Assaf who has a boring summer job is given the task of finding the owner of a lost dog. His task 

brings him into contact with interesting people who know the owner, but finding her is quite circuitous. Simultaneously, 

the story is told of the dog's owner Tamar as she tries to save her brother, a drug-addicted musician living on the 

streets of Jerusalem. 

  

 

Yu Hua. Chronicle of a Blood Merchant - Translated from Chinese. 2003. 

 

A Chinese family from a small town is chronicled as one crisis after another plagues them. From famine to illness, 

learning he is a cuckold to his first son (which is his favorite of three boys), Xu Sanguan sells his blood to get through 

each crisis. This is a good rendition of life in small town China and surviving the government purges during the Cultural 

Revolution. 

  

 

Yasmina Khandra. The Swallows of Kabul - Translated from French. 2004. 

 

A bleak, haunting study of oppression and despair. Afghani citizens under the rule of the Taliban struggle to retain their 

humanity, but find that brutality breeds more brutality all too easily. Atiq Shaukat is a prison guard who strives not to 

feel anything, whether he's on the job observing executions or at home watching his sick wife waste away. Mohsen and 

Zunaira are an educated young couple trapped in a society of rigid dogma. One day Mohsen finds himself participating 

in a stoning. Horrified at himself, he confesses his behavior to Zunaira, who reacts with disgust. Every effort Mohsen 

makes to redeem their relationship only causes more friction, leading to an occurrence that brings Zunaira to Atiq 

Shaukat's notice. Now Atiq finds his humanity awakened, but Kabul under the Taliban is no place for one'�s heart to 

flourish. From its evocative prelude to its frenzied close, The Swallows of Kabul uses beautiful language to depict one of 

the ugliest situations a human can witness. 

  

 

Natsuo Kirino. Out - Translated from Japanese. 2003. 

 

Four women work together on the night shift at a boxed lunch factory. When one of them kills her deadbeat husband, 

they collaborate to cover up the crime and sink deep into their own plot and machinations of those who try to unravel it. 

  

 

Sandor Marai. Embers - Translated from Hungarian. 2001. 

 

Published in 1942, this lost Hungarian novel was only recently discovered, translated and published here in this country. 

The entire novel is a conversation between two old men, meeting again after 41 years. Henrik, an aristocrat, born to 

wealth and privilege and Konrad, impoverished and artistic, meet as boys in military school and begin a close friendship 

that will last into adulthood. The story opens in 1940, when Henrik, a recluse in his crumbling castle receives word that 

Konrad will visit. Through dinner (a dinner which recreates exactly the dinner they ate 41 years ago) and conversation, 

they relive their entire lives and the life of Henrik's wife, who was present that long ago night and is now long dead. The 

reader senses that something terrible happened between these men and slowly through quiet, yet emotional prose, the 

secret is revealed. This is an elegant look at a vanished time and lifestyle and a thoughtful discourse on friendship, 

loyalty, honor and truth. 

  



 

Han Shaogong. A Dictionary of Maqiao - Translated from Chinese. 2003. 

 

This is a novel that is set up in the format of a dictionary. A rural village in China and the lives of its inhabitants are 

described through incidents relating to terms specific to the local dialect as the author explores how meaning is 

constructed. 

  

 

Randy Taguchi. Outlet - Translated from Japanese. 2003. 

 

After the death of her brother, a young Japanese woman begins to question her sanity when she experiences visual and 

olfactory hallucinations. 

  

 


